
iPRIVACY Number Service – An Instant and Effective Solution to 

Protect Your Phone and Restore your Privacy! 

 

iPRIVACY Number is a Simple & Affordable Solution to Protect Your Phone Against 

Unwanted Incoming calls  

Miami, FL, November 11, 2015 — Tired of answering calls from random people?  

Hi Q Telecom Inc. (HQTelecom) has just launched a new service as a solution to 

this, the Incoming Privacy or iPRIVACY Number; an innovative call filtering system 

designed to provide the best possible protection against unwanted calls.   

The iPRIVACY number service requires customers to call forward their existing 

phone numbers to their new iPRIVACY numbers. Forwarded calls are 

automatically filtered using the Caller ID information on the calls. It can be used in 

one of two modes: BLACKlist or WHITElist. In BLACKlist mode, calls can go through 

three (3) blacklists before reaching their iPRIVACY number.  In the WHITElist 

mode, only calls from previously defined phone numbers ring their iPRIVACY 

numbers.  All other calls are sent directly to your voicemail.    

"The iPRIVACY number service was designed to provide consumers with instant 

protection against thousands of thieves, scam artists, and unsolicited callers 



bombarding their privacy,” says Alfredo Purrinos, former NASA scientist and chief 

engineer of the iPRIVACY number service.  "Since all call blockers available in the 

market today require a lot of time and effort to build a meaningful blacklist, the 

iPRIVACY services instant protection provides an excellent upgrade.” 

According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the number of phone-related 

fraud and scams complaints have significantly increased in recent years.  Nearly 

5% of all the people in the U.S. age 16 and older have been victims of identity 

theft frauds or so-called imposter scams. 

“People need effective solutions to be able to protect themselves against 

increasing phone scams and frauds,” says Mr. Purrinos.  “With the iPRIVACY 

number service, people can regain their privacy and take control of their incoming 

calls”. 

About the Company: Hi Q Telecom Inc. (HQTelecom.com) is a BBB A+ rated 

corporation specializing in telephone security and specialty products. Their main 

office is located in Miami Lakes, Florida. 

For more information about incoming call blocker devices or the company visit 

hqtelecom.com or contact us.  

For more information, please contact: Jersi Garcia, 6175 NW 153 ST Suite 204 

Miami Lakes, FL 33014 Web: http://hqtelecom.com Telephone: 1-786-221-5997 

For more details about this service, please watch short video at 

https://hqtelecom.com/iprivacy/ 

http://hqtelecom.com/
https://hqtelecom.com/iprivacy/

